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History of The Times  (from the ATA website) 

Happily, ATA’s The Times refuses to be pigeon-holed and is 

a classic “moving feast”.  It started out as an A4 folded to 

A5 size typescript put together in a decidedly higgledy-

piggledy manner from strips of paper spat out by an ancient 

hardware word-processor. The first issue, that of September 

1983, had only two “authors” – Jack McLean and Albert 

Isaacs — and consisted of the following portions: 

 Policy of the magazine: mostly to reproduce and analyse 

timetables 

 Introductory letter from Jack McLean 

 “Bradshaw’s Column” – essentially the Editor’s news … 

this was generally the Editor’s review of a particular 

timetable. 

 “Currant Raisinings on the Grapevine” (a news column – 

the forerunner of Table Talk) 

 Traders items 

 Correspondence 

Pretty soon, AATTC members began to make their own 

contributions which were, very often, an exposition of a 

“favourite train timetable”. Later contributors began to take a 

more holistic view of timetables in general, but it was a long 

time before anyone was bold enough to contribute stories 

about other modes of transport (although there was an early 

story about timetables for transport by elephant). 

————— 

Comment on this article – Letter to the Editor   Return to 

Contents Page 
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Part 1 Randwick 

With the Sydney Eastern Suburbs 

Network effective 5 December 2021, 

Randwick became a regular bus 

terminus as the new terminus for 

routes 303, 348, 358 and 375. Without 

a purpose-built interchange, 

interchange takes place in the busy 

streets of Randwick [right]. 

Through Services 303/348 

On arriving at the Price of Wales 

Hospital (PoW), Randwick on the 303 

from Sans Souci and walking towards 

Randwick shops I observed a 348 bus 

with the destination “Randwick Junct” 

approach the PoW Hospital terminus 

from the opposite direction. Checking 

timetables, I could see that incoming 

348 buses formed outgoing 303 trips 

and vice-versa. Thus incoming 348 

buses were facing the correct direction 

for outgoing 303 services and vice-

versa eliminating the need for a 

terminal loop for these bus routes. As 

from December 2021, 303 was 

redirected from Redfern-Sans Souci to 

PoW Hospital-Sans Souci, 348 was 

redirected from Bondi Junction-Wolli 

Creek to PoW Hospital-Wolli Creek, 

providing new links to the hospital. 

The route maps from the 303 and 348 

timetables accompany this article. 

Prior to December 2021, many routes 

had operated from Bondi Junction to 

Randwick and beyond via Charing 

Cross:- 314 Coogee, 316/7 

Eastgardens via South Coogee, 348 

Wolli Creek and 400/400N 

Eastgardens/Airport via Kingsford. 

From December 2021, these six routes 

were rationalised to form 390X as a 

single route between Bondi Junction 

and Randwick. The 390X continues on 

to Kingsford and La Perouse. 

The new 358 

On 5 December 2021, 358 Sydenham-

Randwick Loop Service commenced. 

This new route combined the 

Sydenham-Kingsford section of 418 

(Burwood-Eastgardens) and the 

Mascot-Randwick section of 357

(Mascot-Bondi Junction via Queens 

Park). From December 2021, 418 

became Burwood-Sydenham and 

Queens Park was now served by new 

356 Bondi Junction-Eastgardens via 

Queens Park & South Coogee. The 

Sydney definition of a loop service 

means that the Randwick section of 

route 358 operates continuously 

without a layover. Continuing my 

walk from PoW Hospital, I arrived at 

the 348/358 outbound stop in Belmore 

Rd opposite Royal Randwick 

Shopping Centre. While waiting for 

the 358, I regarded this stop as a major 

suburban pick up point. The route map 

from the 358 timetable accompanies 

this article. 

The 375 Light Rail Feeder 

Also, on 5 December 2021 375 

Eastgardens-Randwick Loop Service 

commenced. This service truncated 

376 Railway Square-Maroubra Beach 

and 377 Circular Quay-Maroubra 

Beach to provide a feeder to the L2 

Circular Quay-Randwick light rail. 

The new 375 extends from Maroubra 

Beach to Eastgardens via South 

Maroubra replacing the southern part 

of the discontinued 317 (Bondi 

Junction-Eastgardens). The route map 

from the 375 timetable accompanies 

this article. 

Interchanging without an Interchange  
Hilaire Fraser 
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Part 2 Juniors Kingsford Bus/

Light Rail Interchange   

To complete this article, I will detail 

the operation of this facility at the 

terminus of the L3 Circular Quay-

Juniors Kingsford light rail. 

Although an interchange and 

providing a turnback for trams, it 

does not provide a turning loop for 

buses. This interchange comprises 

two island platforms with tram tracks 

on the outer sides and a bus roadway 

adjacent to the inner platforms. Light 

rail vehicles from the city terminate 

at an outer eastern platform across 

which southbound buses leave for 

390X/394X La Perouse, 396/396X 

Maroubra Beach, 397X South 

Maroubra and 399 Little Bay. Trams 

then proceed forward to a dead end 

then reverse direction to enter the 

outer western platform for city trips. 

Across this platform northbound 

buses leave for 390X Bondi Junction, 

394X/396X/397X Museum, 396 

Circular Quay and 399 UNSW. 

Outbound 392/392X Little Bay and 

392N Matraville and inbound 392 

Redfern, 392X Museum and 392N 

Circular Quay use roadside stops 

rather than the interchange. As 

mentioned, the Juniors Kingsford 

interchange does not provide a 

terminating loop for buses so the 399 

Little Bay-UNSW Loop Service 

proceeds to UNSW nearby to loop via 

local streets.  The route map from the 

390X timetable showing routes 390X, 

392, 392N, 392X, 394X and 399 

operating through or near the Juniors 

Kingsford Interchange accompanies 

this article. The architecture award-

winning Kelmscott Railway Station in 

Perth, has a bus interchange between 

the railway lines, rather than tram lines. 

Here, buses cross the railway line to 

dock in bays on a wide platform.  
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“Sydney Trains has blamed vandalism as the cause of delays on its network as tens of thousands of Matildas fans tried to make 
their way back home after the Australia’s semi-final loss to England. “ 

Pictures&text from Sydney Morning Herald, 2023 


